Bodine Balasco has established himself as one of the country’s most
knowledgeable business speakers, known for his combination of valuable content,
interactive style, uplifting energy, and humorous storytelling.
He is academically trained in public speaking & human behavior with degrees from
UCLA in Speech Communications & Social Psychology.
While attending UCLA as a scholarship athlete, Bodine Balasco also earned honors
as a team captain and stadium record holder.
Shortly after graduating, Bodine Balasco became fascinated with the art of sleightof-hand magic. Six months later he was making his entire living as a sleight-ofhand magician, and he spent the next decade becoming one of the most successful
sleight-of-hand entertainers in America, winning awards from his peers in the
process. Even back then, his friends remarked about his ability to create
extraordinary results in his work and in his life.
But it wasn’t until he was invited to create and deliver his first keynote speech at
a business conference, 17 years ago, that he “came back to his formal training” in
communications and psychology, and found his true calling in life. He received a
standing ovation after that first business speech, and he’s been at it ever since.
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Bodine’s path is that of a researcher and passionate communicator, who loves
sharing wisdom and strategies that can make a difference for people and work
teams. And he’s always updating his awareness. At the recent Expo for the
California Association of Realtors, Bodine was invited to deliver the luncheon
keynote speech on using technology to create business success in challenging
times. Betty Thomas, the Expo manager, says she chose Bodine to be their
luncheon speaker because “he’s s...

Testimonials
"Bodine may be the most captivating speaker we have ever seen, and his
knowledge is extraordinary. Our Vice Presidents at Boeing North American
requested copies of his presentation handouts and plan to utilize the data for
their functional organizations."
- Facilities Planner - The Boeing Company --Boeing NMA / San Fernando Valley.

"Bodine presented our 400 attendees with many life changing ideas and
principles. His motivational skills are outstanding. We know his presentations will
have a long lasting positive affect on all who were there. In addition to the
standing ovations he received from our group, we continue to receive calls and
letters congratulating us on featuring Bodine at this years conference. On a scale
of 1 to 10, we give Bodine a 20."
- VP - Sales Communications - Multi-Pure Corporation.
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